The structure and expression of a distantly related member of the beta-gamma crystallin super gene family from Xenopus.
In an attempt to understand amphibian crystallin gene regulation, we have isolated and partially characterized several genomic clones which hybridized to the gamma 1 cDNA probe from Rana temporaria. A complete sequence of one of these clones showed slight homology to the mammalian beta and gamma crystallins. The deduced amino acid sequence of the coding region and its alignment as a folding unit indicated that all the topologically equivalent residues involved in maintaining the protein folding pattern are highly conserved. Northern blot analysis of total RNAs derived from several adult tissues, including eye lens, suggested that an RNA of approximately 700 nucleotides long is present in lens, heart, spleen and embryos of later stages of development but not in retina, oocytes and embryos of early developmental stages.